Survey Continues: Job Outlook Good In Most Courses

Continuing its series of articles on employment opportunities in the Technical College, the newspaper has obtained information from the Employment Office of the departments.

Course VI

Some opportunities are no longer as plentiful as in previous years, but there are still many openings for engineering graduates. The average salary for engineers is between $2,500 and $3,500 per year. Students who are interested in this field should contact the Employment Office for more information.

Course VII

Graduate students in Biology have excellent job possibilities, according to Professor G. T. Johnson. The Department of Biology is currently involved in several important research projects, and opportunities for students who are interested in these fields are available. Students should contact the Department of Biology for more information.

Course VIII

Graduate students in Biology have excellent job possibilities, according to Professor G. T. Johnson. The Department of Biology is currently involved in several important research projects, and opportunities for students who are interested in these fields are available. Students should contact the Department of Biology for more information.

Course IX

Graduate students in Biology have excellent job possibilities, according to Professor G. T. Johnson. The Department of Biology is currently involved in several important research projects, and opportunities for students who are interested in these fields are available. Students should contact the Department of Biology for more information.

NUCLEAR WORK

As an intern in the Nuclear Physics Laboratory, I have had the opportunity to work on several important projects. My current project involves the study of nuclear reactions and the development of new techniques for detecting nuclear particles. I have found this work to be both challenging and rewarding.

Professor F. A. Magoun Given
Terminal Appointment Through February 1, 1950 at Institute

The president's office yesterday confirmed the fact that Professor F. A. Magoun, teacher and lecturer in nuclear relations, has been given a terminal appointment ending February 1, 1950. Professor Magoun has been at the Institute for the past thirteen years, and has been associated with the Naval Architecture Department and for nineteen years teaching the human relations course.

Careful Reflection Urged In Attacking Marriage Problems

First Year the Hardest, Professor Magoun In Final Marriage Talk

On Monday of this week, Professor Magoun presented his last lecture here at the Institute. The lecture, entitled "Marriage Problems," was the last in the "Introduction to Marriage" series sponsored by the Institute.

According to Professor Magoun, the present generation has been experiencing a very important emotional readjustment, and this has been especially true in the area of family, to his wife's family, and to his wife will be all changed. Other readjustments such as geographically, socially, and religious must be made.

Nagging Is No Solution

According to Magoun, the best method to follow in facing nagging is to be patient and to work with the nagging person. A problem is to go somewhere alone and to work out his emotions down. "Adjustments take time and problems must be carefully thought out," in this respect he said that nagging does not solve anything.

"The most important factor for a successful marriage," Professor Magoun, "is cooperation." He stressed this point when he presented his last lecture. (1) There must be self-respecting people on a mutual basis. (2) There must be a high degree of respect for one's actions which affect others and the way they react. (3) There must be an available and effective method of settling differences that arise. (4) There must be a high degree of mutual responsibility for results.

Technique Options Go On Sale Sunday

Technique will place options on sale for this year's yearbook from May 1 to 5 at a cost of $3.00. The sale price of the yearbook will be $5.00. The staff has planned a limited edition of the yearbook, and according to a spokesman for Technique, options will be required to insure availability of the book.

Split Tickets To Be Sold To Both Soph Prom Events

Split tickets for the Sophomore Prom will go on sale on May 1 and 2 for $3.00. The sale price for the Prom will be $5.00. The staff has planned a limited edition of the yearbook, and according to a spokesman for Technique, options will be required to insure availability of the book.

Students Have Gala Week

For Final Fling At Tech

Final Weekend at Tech, May 2, for this year's Senior Class will begin Friday, June 3, with Brad Congdon's "Senior Class Dance" at the Hotel Continental. The entire week, but individual tickets will be available on Sunday, June 5, for the beer sing at the Grand Ballroom of the Continental. The sale price of the yearbook will be $5.00. The staff has planned a limited edition of the yearbook, and according to a spokesman for Technique, options will be required to insure availability of the book.

"Banquet Dinner" tickets for the Sophomore Prom, including dancing, square dancing, and gambling party at Walker Memorial on Saturday, and the beer sing at the Grand Ballroom of the Continental. The sale price of the yearbook will be $5.00. The staff has planned a limited edition of the yearbook, and according to a spokesman for Technique, options will be required to insure availability of the book.